
Bates

a operator

consider a bipartite state tears I aglislj
We have access to A only

Can we characterize the measurement outcomes

for areas on A ma ample way

1 e without Larry to consider B
And we

anyway
cannot access

consider measurement operator M

e g
N Ei projector or exp value

Measurement of M Na on A

web measurement of Ma Is on AIB

yIMatoIisl47 IcIj.ciYejYaseIrs7li7lj7cijijij1
ITiy.ca i'Mali lp

Sjj
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Tj Eigen i'Mali

Noir Define fa a daxdaceabix via

Sa Tg Cij
c d

ii

with the matrix
C Gj ij

or equivalently fa cij.CI iXi

and introduce the trace

X Z µ µf
cause aye ours

not necessarily comp
basis

Note The trace is

cyclic trC EcklABIN
Ecklatzlexel Blk

Note A B

Fyffe I ZecklatekelBk
TaselBKXklate tr CBA
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and thus basis independent

Hutu tr Xuut tr x

and keens tr x T.de
Xlk7i

2Gklu x lilies

coal tie

T.ch XlvwforaeyoNB

the tune of the eefb.ca
Cues

fr x fr X AA tr Aka

with AKA the eigenvalue decomposition

and of course libear

fr A t d tr B L Atd B
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Then

G i'Mali try

I a thanin.li
H

cycling oftrace

E T.ci trellis cinna
iii

bing.lyof trace
t iXi't not

fa

a tr fan a

I cyl na I ly tr Lean

where Pa Fig aye ti Xi l

or ga
a Cct with C e.g y
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Pa is called the denatyop
cator demark

or mutate It characterises systems where

we only have parhalkanted
such as

access to onlypart of the system

In contrast a Bek 143 ER is called a

pureBeteropotmoffai
pa Cct en fat Cct

t CE ga

f is pontine semidefinite

41galof collecttop d top
1417

Cotto's so Hot

We write fog 20

Note X Zo i.e Col IN f Zo t to
D X Xt all eigenvaluesof are 20

la par X Zo D X Xt
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Ir ea T.net ii jCijEij ZleijT 1

P operatoss

fog 20 implies fog fat
tr en L

Hou Thisprovides an alternate

field depuiha of a Date i e auf

f with
the properties above can arise if we

only have access to pet of the system

Note Ad fog with the afore property form a

convex sets i e

f o E S en p f H l p r C S y OE p EI

Is there an ambiguity in fat fresh as the phase

ambiguity for pure steaks
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Then fog is uniquely determined by all

measurement outcomes tr fan for M Mt

Chen by all averages though probabilities
i.e M ok

prog also suffices

Roof Let U MIN Nt V is a vectorspace overR

Min trentNJ defines a scalar product on V

the flitch Schmidt scalar product

Pick aa ON B Mi of V tr MitMj Pig

Then the map X I Mi tr Mix
I ni ni X

acts as the identity on V Thus

f I Ri tr Mia
i e fog is fully specified by all areas outcomes

and thus there must be a Unique fog for any
green physical state TB
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Ndc We didn't really use that we have

hermitian matrices the same ideas work

for V n over Q Then the ot are

important and we must thou that has

a hermitian basis over Q whirl it does

1u No aentipity n fog

all leuceeters meaningful

Where did the phase 14 7 reit 14 7 go

Denny cerebra for apucstaklqpi.uanew
t

cyatmya trky.tn
y.Dg

e

trEnlIaXya1J
fa

ofa lyaXy projector onto 1 7

Phase naturally drops out
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871 trace

Just seca pure slate on AB Mixed hole or A

What if AB itself
is already

mixed

e.g from
a pure ABC

Same approach How to deserte most general

measurement on A given a state fans 3

tr Maois fan Icij n Ili Ssi's Ignalij
u

8jj
2 Cilmi i'I Haslip
iiij

trfn.li jli7aciilearslijXilaI
three

where we define

en Ili X i'jl ears lijXil
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ICI gib ears Ia this

Tg silos em lis

trig gars the partially

In components
tr ears ii cilatkjl.fm j7 li's

j

T.yknslcijl.li'D

Note the partial trace can also k seen

as the canonical eenteobley of
tr Belal e

into B Ha B Rn
S

linear founded operators or Na

Note fr is also called reduceddeuahymo.hr
or operator of fans or 14m37
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clpunfica.hr
Is any density

matrix f f Zo tr p L

physical i.e coming from a pure state

as by our axioms

Purificataguixedrat
Considerany decomposition f Edit diktat dis o

e.g the eigenvalue decomposition and define
any on a

147ns IFhilolitalits

Then tr Ily Xxl trrsfffhjldixfjl.lijlJij
T.LFhdjloliXlojl

trrsLiXiD
dig

I dildiXoli I p
D yesss every g is physical in the sense afore
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D Density operators f can serve as an

alternate fundamental defreiha

of a state a quantum theory

Define A 147ms S K Krs 14441 f is

called a purificatory

Note the ambiguity ofpurification
i e

how are two purificatms 147147 of e

tr.HN trµtXH g related

will be addressed later
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dtmany matrix

consider 147 a 1007 tsar

fa Ko fpp Kilda HPTHIM

tr Nga KT color lost IN ahh

Can te nterpreted as henry the pure state 107

with probably pro KT and In w pets

ensemble mterpretaka of density matrix

However we have derived pry from apercolate

147µs isn't this on y

Lueagree B does a measurement on the 2 Saps

Po Kl

ly Hoo pm
I Hota 107

Kia Ma
pi Ipt
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The post measurement state of Alice is 1 7 107

erik po lat and 14 He with pe Ipl

Bret Alice does not know outcome of Bob

an occas Y B produces an ensemble

p lost Cpe lol yet

But Bob kane outcome as his description

is different he would describe Alice's Date

either as loxol one as 11 11

I Hued deep or Kanye

But Bob could also measure a defect fesses
e g Iti 407417
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p L alo All

I 14th left Ipl

te Horstplus

p lyin KI't 1,312

Ensuite 14 7 putti

Indeed p 14 14 1 p ly Xt l fat

Differentecescent for saeeeeotek

Dp.ms
Eren of knees can vary ok Her

How are two deferent eeeseecelle decomposing

related
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theo ht g pilyixyil Eq.tojXlojl
Two weedfertowBs

Then there exists a unitary U Ug S th

Fr Hui Ing.gr Itisj

and vice versa If the number of knees on the

two scenes is different the smaller
should te padded

with pi D and suitable 149

Kofi
ht pfilyg Iuijfqg.toj7

Then piltiltil E T2uijrq.tojYkjiTjirqi4ojiD

j2Tg lfjXdjilrgjit2uijuij

If qjlfjyojl.lu
g gy
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first assume 14g is an eye Sets off

Define reign Cpj14,7 7

then T2uijfq.to j7 TgrgjlfjXtjl4i7Fgifj

Tpi Hi

and I Uijuiji I coljlyik4illoji
FPilxiXxil

9j9ji

Hj glloji If Egg I

9jgj
9jdjjl

D j has orthogonal
columns

Nij can be extended to a unitary

and correspondingly padding IqjlfjXo j with

9j o
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Geyser Relate

Ipilyixy.IE eaXeucEsIgjHjXfeejusaI

cduhue Kee receikies re le Gogh

Homework

Bewray

evodp
rofechhecueasueeua.LKrkhs

How does a cured the evolve under a unitary U2

Cause assessed in diff ways e.g Keough

purificatory here or ensemble ontepetaha Ho

Consider shek g d unitary U

Let 147 ly as be a purification of S
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tr 14441 Sa

Then It Ua Is 147

a ga fro 14 41

tr Closet Hkd Matata

Ua try FEI HX4lfIa IsBUst

Ua far Uat

How does prgieucatue.ee t Eu5aetmfa

Ay construction yes pa fr Eula

Post recces Hak

Sa a
broken II 4 41 Eater

Eu FA EI

Mete Both derivations molep of chore proficeha
well defined
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